The Sir George Williams (SGW) Campus is located in the heart of downtown Montreal. The campus is made up of nearly 40 buildings, from centuries-old row houses to steel-and-glass high-rises. Students in the John Molson School of Business, the Faculty of Fine Arts and the Gina Cody School of Engineering and Computer Science will have most of their classes at SGW. Classes for several departments in the Faculty of Arts and Science are held there as well.

GETTING TO SGW

**By metro:** Disembark at the Guy-Concordia station.

**By bus:** Numerous bus routes will take you to our front door. See [stm.info](https://stm.info) for details.

**By car:** Concordia has two indoor parking garages downtown, one in the Library Building (entrance on Mackay Street) and one in the Faubourg (1250 Guy St.).

**By bicycle:** The De Maisonneuve bike path passes through the campus. You’ll find Bixi stands (Montreal’s public bike-sharing network) and bike racks all along the path.

*Please note: Most departments and offices are open on weekdays only. Access to some buildings, including residence, is limited to Concordia students and staff. Our student guides would be happy to show you around. To book a tour: 514-848-2424, ext. 4779  tours@concordia.ca  concordia.ca/welcome-centre*
The Library Building is home to the newly renovated library. The Departments of English, History, Études françaises and Mathematics and Statistics are also here. Other notable places include the Welcome Centre (for tours), the Birks Student Service Centre, the Leonard and Bina Ellen Gallery, the Art Supply Store and the Concordia Store.

NEXT-GEN LIBRARY: Our new state-of-the-art library has equipment that will push the limits of your creativity and ingenuity, including: VR goggles, 3D printer and a lithography press.
HENRY F. HALL
(H) BUILDING

1455 De Maisonneuve Blvd. W.

The Hall Building is where students take classes in Economics, Geography, Political Science, Sociology and Anthropology. Also located in the H Building: The Student Success Centre (for mentoring and other resources), the Otsenhákta Student Centre, the greenhouse (a leafy, sunny space to study!) and the D.B. Clarke Theatre.

FEELING PECKISH?

Stop by the student-run Hive Solidarity Cafe on the mezzanine level of the Hall Building for coffee, sandwiches and snacks.
GUY METRO (GM) BUILDING

1550 De Maisonneuve Blvd. W.

The **GM building** is home to several administrative offices as well as: the **Access Centre for Students with Disabilities**, the **International Students Office**, **Health Services**, **Office of Rights and Responsibilities**, the **Financial Aid and Awards Office**.

CONCORDIA UNDERGROUND

**Underground tunnels** connect the Guy-Concordia metro station to the MB, EV, GM, LB and Hall buildings.

**TIP:** during the winter, many students rent lockers, in which they can store their jackets, boots and other winter gear. Convenient!
ENGINEERING, COMPUTER SCIENCE AND VISUAL ARTS INTEGRATED COMPLEX (EV)

1515 Ste-Catherine St. W.

The **EV Building** is a two-tower research and teaching facility that brings together the **Faculty of Fine Arts** with the **Gina Cody School of Engineering and Computer Science**. The building is equipped with labs and spaces for research and creation. Our fitness facility, **Le Gym**, is also located here.

The **FOFA Gallery**, on the main floor of the EV Building, showcases the work of students and faculty.
MOLSON (MB) BUILDING

1450 Guy St.

The MB Building is the 15-storey home of the John Molson School of Business, made up of study areas, lecture rooms and group work spaces. The John Dobson Formula Growth Investment Room gives finance students practical knowledge of the markets through financial software.

The Faculty of Fine Arts’ performance spaces for theatre, contemporary dance and music are also here.
The Faubourg Building houses the Office of the Registrar, Centre for Continuing Education, the Department of Education, the Department of Classics, Modern Languages and Linguistics and the Mel Hoppenheim School of Cinema. District 3, Concordia’s start-up incubator for aspiring entrepreneurs, is also located here.
1185 St-Mathieu St.

Our gorgeous Grey Nuns student residence is full of character, with spacious rooms, high ceilings and lots of light. The converted chapel is an awe-inspiring Reading Room open to the whole University community. Comfortable, safe and close to class — students feel right at home on campus.

Note: This space is not open for campus visitors.
VISUAL ARTS (VA) BUILDING

1395 René-Lévesque W.

Classes for the Departments of Studio Arts, Creative Art Therapies, Art History and Art Education are located here. You’ll also find the VAV Gallery, a student-run exhibition space.

LEARN MORE:
Programs and admissions concordia.ca/admissions
Tuition and Fees concordia.ca/tuitionandfees
Residence concordia.ca/residence